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Abstract—COVID-19 pneumonia is a disease that causes
an existential health crisis in many people by directly affect-
ing and damaging lung cells. The segmentation of infected
areas from computed tomography (CT) images can be used
to assist and provide useful information for COVID-19 diag-
nosis. Although several deep learning-based segmentation
methods have been proposed for COVID-19 segmentation
and have achieved state-of-the-art results, the segmenta-
tion accuracy is still not high enough (approximately 85%)
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due to the variations of COVID-19 infected areas (such as
shape and size variations) and the similarities between
COVID-19 and non-COVID-infected areas. To improve the
segmentation accuracy of COVID-19 infected areas, we pro-
pose an interactive attention refinement network (Attention
RefNet). The interactive attention refinement network can
be connected with any segmentation network and trained
with the segmentation network in an end-to-end fashion.
We propose a skip connection attention module to improve
the important features in both segmentation and refine-
ment networks and a seed point module to enhance the
important seeds (positions) for interactive refinement. The
effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated
on public datasets (COVID-19CTSeg and MICCAI) and our
private multicenter dataset. The segmentation accuracy
was improved to more than 90%. We also confirmed the
generalizability of the proposed network on our multicenter
dataset. The proposed method can still achieve high seg-
mentation accuracy.

Index Terms—COVID-19, CT scan, deep learning,
segmentation, interactive, attention, seed point,
refinement.

I. INTRODUCTION

SARS-COV-2 pneumonia, or COVID-19 pneumonia, has
spread around the world since December 2019. By Jan-

uary 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
COVID-19 pneumonia a Public Health Emergency of Interna-
tional Concern. According to a report containing 72,314 cases
from the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
approximately 81% of patients with COVID-19 were classified
as mild; however, 14% and 5% were recognized as severe and
critical, respectively. In total, the average mortality rate was
2.3%, and the mortality rate of critical cases was approximately
49% [1]. Quantitative evaluation of COVID-19 severity is im-
portant for adequate medical treatment. The CT involvement
score (the proportional volume of the infection area in the
lung) which measures the infection progress in individual lung
lobes, is an essential measure of the severity of COVID-19 [2].
CT is extensively used as a key complement for diagnosing
COVID-19; moreover, high sensitivity was reported in patients
infected by COVID-19 [3]–[7]. Some typical CT images of an
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Fig. 1. Sample slices of infected lungs obtained from CT images. The
red mask indicates the infected areas. a) and b) the infected lungs
damaged by COVID-19 in the early stage. c) the infected lung of a severe
case.

infected lung are shown in Fig. 1. The red masks indicate the
infected areas. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the infected lungs in the
early stage, and Fig. 1(c) shows the infected lung of a severe
case. Infected area segmentation of COVID-19 in CT images
is an essential preprocessing step for quantitative evaluation of
COVID-19 severity. Due to the large volume of CT images,
COVID-19 pneumonia diagnosis has greatly increased the time
and workload requirements of physicians and radiologists [8].
It takes experienced radiologists several hours to complete the
localization and accurate masking of lung lesions in a single CT
volume. The analysis and diagnosis of CT volume have been
limited by finding and locating lung lesions for qualitative or
semiquantitative evaluation [9]–[12].

Recently, deep learning-based segmentation methods such
as U-Net and its variations [13]–[15], DeepLab [16], [17],
and the fully convolutional network (FCN) [51] have achieved
state-of-the-art performance. Deep learning-based segmentation
methods (such as U-Net, U-Net++, and V-Net) have also been
utilized for the segmentation of COVID-19 lesions [40]–[42].
An Inf-Net for COVID-19 lung CT infection segmentation using
implicit reverse attention and explicit edge attention to improve
the infected regions was proposed by Fan et al. [43]. Although
these automatic methods are useful, the segmentation accuracy
is not high enough (approximately 85%) due to variations among
COVID-19 infected areas (such as shape and size variations) and
similarities of COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 areas.

Additionally, various U-Net methods [44], [45] have been
proposed as an improved version of skip connection attention.
The propagation of local information from lower features to
high-level features is used to retrieve spatial information. These
methods pass high-level features to the attention gate and com-
bine the same features with the feature attention output. With
those processes, the gradient will be very small, similar to the
problem that was mentioned in the ResNet paper [48].

We propose an interactive attention refinement network
(attention RefNet) to improve the segmentation accuracy of
COVID-19 infected areas. The network is combined with a
backbone segmentation network (e.g., U-Net) to refine the initial
segmentation result through the backbone segmentation net-
work. The proposed technique is motivated by our preliminary
research [49]. The main contributions and advantages of the
proposed method are as follows.

1) We proposed an interactive attention refinement network
(Attention RefNet), which can relate to any segmenta-
tion network. We also presented an automatic seed point

generation technique for the training process leading to
the end-to-end training of the refinement network and
segmentation network. Via the attention RefNet, we can
enhance the segmentation accuracy and generalizability
of the model (i.e., its applicability to multicenter data).

2) We proposed a skip connection attention (SCA) mod-
ule generated and combined from various level features
to improve the important features in both segmentation
and refinement networks for initial segmentation and
refinement. Using channel and spatial attention, the SCA
is formed. The U-Net with the proposed SCA can be
considered an enhanced version of U-Net where the skip
connection is replaced by the SCA. The SCA map is also
utilized in the refinement network to capture the important
features.

3) We proposed a seed point module (SPM), which is at-
tached to the refinement network. The SPM is used to
transform the seed points inputted by users to obtain
useful information.

4) We conduct extensive experiments on thee COVID-19
datasets, including a private dataset from Chinese hos-
pitals, a public dataset (COVID-19-CT-Seg) [35] and
another public dataset (MICCAI COVID-19) [36], to
verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. The
private dataset is a multicenter dataset collected from
multiple hospitals in China and was used to verify the
generalizability of the proposed method. We compared
our attention RefNet against various state-of-the-art ap-
proaches for COVID-19 segmentation. We demonstrate
that the proposed technique achieves higher accuracy than
the other state-of-the-art methods. We also confirm the
generalizability of the proposed network using our mul-
ticenter dataset. The presented method can still achieve
high segmentation accuracy, even when applied to other
datasets collected in various hospitals not included in the
training dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the research related to the present
work, including COVID-19 infected area segmentation and in-
teractive segmentation.

A. COVID-19 Infected Area Segmentation

Medical image segmentation is a popular technique for
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems. The approaches in-
clude learning-based and nonlearning-based methods. Since
learning-based methods, especially deep learning-based meth-
ods, have achieved state-of-the-art segmentation performance,
we focused on deep learning-based methods. Several deep
learning-based methods, such as U-Net++ [18], 3D U-Net [53]
and U-Net3+ [19], have been proposed for image segmentation.
In U-Net, which is extensively utilized for biomedical image
segmentation, the concept of an encoder and a decoder with
a skip connection is used. The present methods (i.e., U-Net,
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U-Net++, and V-Net) were also used for COVID-19 segmen-
tation [38]–[40]. Fan proposed Inf-Net, a COVID-19 lung CT
infection segmentation network [43]. This network uses implicit
reverse attention and explicit edge attention to improve the
infected regions. Though these automatic methods are useful,
the segmentation accuracy is not high enough (approximately
85%) due to variations of the COVID-19 infected area (such
as shape and size variations) and the similarity of COVID-19
and non-COVID-19 areas. Interactive refinements are required
to improve the segmentation accuracy.

B. Interactive Segmentation

Considering the problem of the accuracy of automatic seg-
mentation methods, interactive segmentation methods were pro-
posed. Among the conventional interactive segmentation meth-
ods, graph cuts [28] are common in both natural and medical
imaging fields. Graph cuts represent an image as a graph with
nodes and edges representing the pixels and pixel relationships
of the image. The objective of graph cuts is to divide a graph
into two parts by minimizing the cutting costs. A large memory
usage problem is mainly faced by graph cuts when applied to
medical data.

Along with conventional methods, deep learning techniques
have been used for solving the problem of segmentation
with interactive segmentation techniques. Deep Extreme Cut
(DEXTR) [54] is a recently developed deep learning technique
using the concept of interactive image segmentation. To perform
segmentation using DEXTR, the user should provide the four
most extreme points of the object. The Gaussian distribution
technique is employed to transform the seed points before send-
ing them to the deep learning network.

Another deep learning method is DeeplGeoS [55], which uses
the concept of interactive segmentation. DeeplGeoS generates
an initial segmentation from the backbone segmentation net-
work. Seed points from the user are utilized as refinement criteria
in their network. The refinement network has an architecture
similar to the backbone segmentation network; however, it has
three extra input channels, including two geodesic distances of
foreground and background seed points and initial segmentation
from the first network. The refinement is performed using seed
points as the extra channel with the initial segmentation result.
Via this refinement technique, low-level information of the input
image will be overlooked.

Regarding seed point generators, most existing seed point
generators are designed for nondeep learning methods such as
region growth. In [46] and [47], Juan Shan et al. designed a seed
point generator for region growth. Their method automatically
generated a seed point for initial segmentation by calculating the
image histogram. The threshold is used to binarize the image into
background and foreground. The performance is dependent on
the threshold.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this research, we present an interactive refinement network
with skip connection attention and a seed point map for the

infected area segmentation of COVID-19, and the method is
called “Attention RefNet”. The network is utilized to refine the
results of the segmentation backbone. In our Attention-RefNet,
the seed point map and skip connection attention are employed
to identify the infected area.

A. Overview

Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the proposed “Attention
RefNet,” which includes two networks. The first network is the
modified segmentation backbone network, which is utilized to
extract the initial segmentation features. The second network is
the interactive refinement network, which is employed to refine
the segmentation features and perform the segmentation on the
refined features. We also add seed points as interactive inputs
of the refinement network to further improve the segmentation
results. The output (feature maps) of the segmentation backbone
is utilized as the input of the refinement network. The two
networks are trained end-to-end and are explained along with
our main contributions in detail in the following subsections.

Regarding the backbone architecture, we utilized a typical
encoder-decoder network such as U-Net or an FCN. In the en-
coder part, we keep the layer structure the same as in the original
work. However, in the decoder part, we employ and replace the
skip connection with Skip Connection Attention (SCA), which
is designed to emphasize the important and sensitive areas of
infected cells. The SCA features were generated from high-level
and low-level network features.

Regarding the refinement architecture (RefineNet), the seg-
mentation results of a test image are refined based on the
backbone features. Refinement attention, which results from
the backbone feature, is utilized in this network to emphasize
the important parts of the infected areas. A multiscale feature
technique is used for accurate segmentation of the infected areas
owing to the multiple sizes of infected areas.

The characteristics of COVID-19-infected areas are scattered
throughout the lung region, making the segmentation process
here different from liver, lung, or organ segmentation. In this
network, interactive seed point (line or dot) refinement is used
to locate the incorrect segmented region from the network and
present more information to our refinement network.

The details of skip connection attention (SCA) for the back-
bone network, RefineNet, and interactive seed points are pre-
sented in the next subsections.

B. Segmentation Network (U-Net) With Skip
Connection Attention

To enhance the information of the infected area, the concept
of spatial and channel attention modules is applied. We propose
skip connection attention to combine information from low-level
features and high-level features. The skip connection attention
module is utilized to replace an original skip connection. The
component of our SCA module is represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the process of the SCA module containing
two parts. In the upper part, SCA performs global pooling
(GlobalPooling(·)) on low-level features (fl) to transform the
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Fig. 2. The architecture overview of our Attention-RefNet. The yellow part represents the backbone network with modifying the skip connection
attention (SCA) and the pink part shows the refinement network with the SCA and seed point module (SPM).

Fig. 3. Diagram of the proposed skip connection attention (SCA).

feature image from h× w × c to 1× 1× c. After global pool-
ing, a 1×1 convolution (Conv1×1(·)) is applied. The sigmoid
function (σ) is employed to determine the corresponding matrix
affecting the label. The output Mc of the upper part of the SCA
is calculated as follows:

Mc(fl) = σ(Conv1×1×1(GlobalPooling(fl))) (1)

The other components in SCA, except for the upper part
in Fig. 3(lower), are utilized to calculate a spatial attention
map through the relationship of features to comprehend the
network and find the informative area. The output Mc is uti-
lized for elementwise multiplication with low-level features and
then concatenated with high-level features (fh). Max pooling
(MaxPooling(·)) and 1×1 convolutional (Conv1×1(·)) are
used. The ultimate output of skip connection attention map Mcn

is created utilizing the sigmoid function as follows:

Mcn(fl, fh)

= σ(Conv1×1×1(MaxPooling([Mc(fl)⊗ fl, fh]))) (2)

In our proposed network, we apply and replace conventional
skip connections with SCA un the backbone network. The
original skip connection is utilized to gather low-level features.
However, in our SCA, we employ the result of SCA and perform
elementwise multiplication with a high-level feature since the
new output features fb are calculated as:

fb = Mcn(fl, fh)⊗ fh (3)

C. Interactive Refinement Network

The right part in Fig. 2 represents the proposed Attention
RefNet architecture, which is utilized to refine the feature map
results from the backbone segmentation network (the left part
in Fig. 2). The feature map results output from the backbone
segmentation network are inserted into the refinement network
along with seed points for final segmentation (refinement).

1) Multi-Scale: To address small and sensitive regions, the
concept of a pyramid network [50] is applied to increase the
segmentation performance for a small infected area. Adding the
1×1 convolution, initial feature maps are generated before the
last three convolutional layers, where the size of the feature map
results of the last three layers are 1×, 0.5×, and 0.25× of the
original input image size, respectively. Each feature map result
is merged up at each scale together through the concatenation
method and convolution (Up-Conv.). Hence, the size of the
final segmentation result of the second refinement network is
the same as the size of the input image.

2) Attention Refinement: To ensure that important features
from the backbone are not missed during the refinement process
in the refinement network, a skip connection attention (SCA)
map (Mcn) is used for attention refinement. Hence, the perfor-
mance of the refinement network is enhanced by performing
elementwise multiplication on the output feature fr

o of the
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Fig. 4. (a) The seed points in the original image, where red indicates
the background seeds and yellow indicates foreground seeds; (b) the
foreground Euclidian distance; (c) the background Euclidian distance;
(d) the foreground geodesic distance; (e) the background geodesic
distance; and (f) the seed point map generated from Eq. 5.

backbone network at each scale of the network, where r is a
scale factor (1×, 0.5×, and 0.25×).

f̂r
o = Mcn(f

r
l , f

r
h)⊗ fr

o (4)

A 3×3 convolution is performed after elementwise multi-
plication with SCA. Concatenation with a lower scale factor
feature is applied to merge multiscale features, and another 3×3
convolution is used to the new features f̂r

o to create the final
segmentation result.

3) Seed Point: We use seed points (both foreground and
background seed points) given by users for further refinement of
the segmentation result. Using the geodesic distance, we trans-
formed the seed points to seed point maps. In our preliminary
interactive segmentation method [49], we utilized the Euclidian
distance to convert the seed points to seed point maps where
the texture information of the image is lost, resulting in false
refinement or segmentation. Examples of Euclidean distance
maps reflecting only the distance to the seed point (not any
image) are presented in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). However, we utilize
the geodesic distance [55] to generate the seed point map fd(x)
considering the image information, as shown in Eqs. 5–7

fd(x) = GF (x)−GB(x) (5)

Gp(x) = min
j∈P

Dj(x) (6)

Dj(x) =

∫
C

|∇I(s) · V (s)| ds (7)

where GF and GB denote the geodesic distance maps of the
foreground and background, respectively. Dj(x) is the geodesic
distance between pixel x and the j-th seed point. C denotes the
minimum path between pixel x and the j-th seed point, and s
is a pixel on path C. V (s) is a unit vector that is tangent to
the direction of the path. Examples of geodesic distance maps

Fig. 5. Automatic seed point generation for the training model. The
green color mask is oversegmented, and the blue color mask is under-
segmented. (b) The background seed points (red line) generated from
an oversegmentation mask (a). (c) The foreground seed points (blue
line) generated from the undersegmentation mask (a).

are presented in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). The figures show that the
geodesic distance map reflects the image structure.

The seed point map (fr
d ) for scale r is applied to Eq. 4 by

performing elementwise multiplication, where r denotes a scale
factor (1×, 0.5×, and 0.25×).

f̂r
o = Mcn(f

r
l , f

r
h)⊗ fr

o ⊗ fr
d (8)

4) Automatic Seed Point Generation for Training: To reduce
the user interactions (provision of seed points), we propose an
automatic seed point generation technique for the training phase.
We used both the initial segmentation result (fy) and the ground
truth (fx) obtained by the backbone segmentation network to
generate the foreground/background points automatically. The
subtraction mask (δf ) is generated by the subtraction of both
images, such that each pixel is either −1, 0, or +1. The +1
mask is referred to as the oversegmentation mask; conversely,
the −1 mask is considered the undersegmentation mask.

δf = fx − fy

{
δf > 0, F
δf < 0, B (9)

To generate seed points from those masks, we used a skele-
ton and utilized the skeleton lines as foreground seed points
(undersegmentation mask) and background seed points (over-
segmentation mask), as shown in Fig. 5.

Compared to existing methods [46], [47], we directly use
the difference between the ground truth mask (fx) and the
initial segmentation result (fy) from the segmentation network
to generate seed points in the training phase. The points of
(fx − fy) > 0 are used as object seed points, and the points
of (fx − fy) < 0 are used as background seed points. The
advantage of the proposed seed point generation method is that
we can focus on the oversegmentation and undersegmentation
areas and refine them.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. COVID-19 Segmentation Datasets

In this work, we assessed the proposed method on two
COVID-19 segmentation datasets: a private multicenter dataset
and a public dataset.

The first dataset is a COVID-19 private multicenter dataset
containing 210 CT volumes of COVID-19 patients with ground
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TABLE I
THE DETAIL OF OUR DATASET WITH DIFFERENT MANUFACTURE

TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF TRAINING, VALIDATION AND TEST SAMPLE

truth (GT) segmentation masks. The CT volumes were collected
from 4 hospitals in China, including Yifu (Hospital 1), Zhejiang
(Hospital 2), Taizhou (Hospital 4), and Jingmen (Hospital 3), as
shown in Table I. Each center uses a different scanner; however,
the sizes of the CT images are the same (512 × 512 × 200).
The segmentation masks were labeled by the radiologists of
each hospital. From our dataset, we extracted 14,000 2D CT
axial slices from 210 CT volumes. We randomly selected 29 CT
volumes as validation data, 149 CT volumes as training data,
and 32 CT volumes as test data, as shown in Table II, for our
experiments in section IV-C and IV-D1. Furthermore, in section
IV-E, the training, validation, and test data of the experiments
are presented based on the hospital to assess the generalizability
of the models on the segmentation task. The ethics committee of
Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital approved the study, and informed
consent was obtained from all patients.

The second dataset used is a public dataset (COVID-19-CT-
Seg) [35]. The COVID-19-CT-Seg dataset contains 20 patients,
each with only one CT volume and corresponding lung and
infected area masks. The masks were labeled by two radiolo-
gists and verified by an experienced radiologist. We extracted
approximately 40 2D CT axial slices from each 3D volume. The
five-fold cross-validation method employed in our experiment
in section IV-D2.

The last dataset is another public dataset from MICCAI
(COVID-19 Lung CT Lesion Segmentation Challenge) [36].
The MICCAI dataset contains 199 CT volumes with segmen-
tation masks. We randomly divided the 199 volumes into five
groups and employ a five-fold cross-validation method to evalu-
ate the segmentation methods. The results are shown in section
IV-D3.

B. Evaluation Methods

In this research, the overall performance of each method
was assessed utilizing three extensively adopted metrics. The
overlap index (Dice coefficient), Sensitivity (SEN), and Positive
Predictive Value (PPV) were used as the evaluation measures,

and they are calculated using Eqs. 10–12, respectively.

DICE =
2|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B| (10)

SEN =

(
A ∩B

B

)
(11)

PPV =

(
A ∩B

A

)
(12)

where A denotes the segmented infected area mask and B de-
notes the ground truth infected area mask. These three evaluation
metrics are utilized to measure the segmentation performance.

C. Ablation Study

The ablation experiment results on the private dataset and
public dataset are summarized in Tables III and IV, respectively.
U-Net is the baseline network. IM1 represents the enhanced
model of U-Net by replacing the skip connection with the
proposed SCA but without a refinement network. IM2, IM3,
and IM4 denote the improved models with refinement networks
but without seed points. IM5 and IM6 are enhanced models with
refinement networks and seed points.

Effectiveness of refinement: According to both Tables III
and IV, a higher segmentation accuracy was obtained by the
models with refinement networks (IM2-6) than by the models
without refinement networks (U-Net and IM1). In comparison to
the backbone segmentation network (U-Net), the segmentation
accuracy (Dice) was improved by the proposed method (IM6)
from 0.8226 to 0.9275 on our private dataset and from 0.8332
to 0.9137 on the public dataset.

Effectiveness of SCA: We assessed the effectiveness of
the proposed SCA on the backbone network and refinement
network. By comparing IM1 (with SCA) with U-Net (with-
out SCA), we can validate the effectiveness of SCA on the
backbone network. It is observed that the backbone SCA en-
hanced the segmentation performance for both datasets. We
also conduct statistical analysis (t− test) between IM1 and
U-Net. The p-value result was 0.0002, as shown in Table V.
The results of the analysis confirmed the statistical significance
of the difference between models (<0.05). Moreover, we can
validate the effectiveness of SCA on the refinement network
by comparing IM3 with IM2. The refinement of SCA also
enhanced the segmentation performance for both datasets, with
the p− value of the difference between IM2 and IM3 being less
than 0.05. Additionally, the performance comparison between
IM0 and IM6 shows the improvement of the network from SCA.
The segmentation accuracy (Dice) was improved from 0.8852
to 0.9275 for our private dataset and from 0.8792 to 0.9137
for the public dataset. Moreover, we implement and replace
our attention part in the Convolutional Block Attention Module
(CBAM) and called it IM CBAM. We compare IM CBAM with
IM 6, which is our proposed attention module. The results in both
tables show that our attention module achieves a Dice value of
approximately 0.01.
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TABLE III
ABLATION STUDIES OF OUR ATTENTION-REFNET ON OUR PRIVATE DATASET

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES OF OUR ATTENTION-REFNET ON THE COVID-19-CT-SEG DATASET

TABLE V
THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (t− Test) RESULTS OF THE MODELS

Effectiveness of Multiscale Fusion: We investigated the
effectiveness of multiscale fusion by comparing IM4 (multi-
scale fusion) with IM3 (single-scale fusion). It was found that
multiscale fusion can enhance the segmentation accuracy (Dice)
by approximately 0.015 for both datasets.

Effectiveness of Seed Points: We assessed the effectiveness
of seed points by comparing IM5 and IM6 (with seed points)
with IM2, IM3, and IM4 (without seed points). According to
Tables III and IV, adding seed points can considerably improve
the segmentation accuracy. The proposed geodesic distance
(IM6) can further enhance the segmentation accuracy for both
datasets compared to the conventional Euclidean distance (IM5).

D. Segmentation Benchmark Evaluation

1) Benchmark Evaluation on Our Private Dataset: We com-
pared our Attention-RefNet with automatic segmentation meth-
ods, including FCN [51], V-Net [52], U-Net [13], U-Net++
[18], 3D U-Net [53] and Inf-Net [43]; and interactive seg-
mentation methods, including graph cuts [28], DEXTR [54]
and DeeplGeoS [55]. All experimental results are presented in
Table VI.

TABLE VI
THE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF INFECTED AREA SEGMENTATION ON OUR
PRIVATE DATASET WITH 149 CT VOLUMES AS THE TRAINING SAMPLE, 29

CT VOLUMES AS THE VALIDATION SAMPLE, AND 32 CT VOLUMES
AS THE TEST SAMPLE

The performances of the automatic segmentation methods
are approximately 0.82, except for the FCN, which achieves
a Dice coefficient of only 0.77 since it was originally proposed
for natural image segmentation. Inf-Net is the automatic seg-
mentation that obtains the highest performance in the automatic
segmentation section in Table VI. Since Inf-Net is well suited for
COVID-19 segmentation and easy to adapt to other COVID-19
datasets, Inf-Net achieves a Dice coefficient of 0.87 on our
dataset.
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TABLE VII
THE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF INFECTED AREA SEGMENTATION ON THE

COVID-19-CT-SEG DATASET USING 5-FOLDS TRAINING

In our experiments, the seed points were used only one time
for all interactive segmentation methods. The seed points are
given manually by the user based on their observation. In our
method and the DeeplGeoS method, the average seed points
for each region are approximately 4-6 px, as shown in Fig. 5.
For graph cuts, we manually provide seed points similar to the
skeletonization method. In addition, for DEXTR, we give the
seed points based on the most extreme points. Graph cuts can
obtain a Dice coefficient of 0.82, although DEXTR cannot obtain
good performance and yields a Dice coefficient of approximately
0.78. However, DeeplGeoS can yield a Dice coefficient of ap-
proximately 0.9. The reason for not obtaining Dice coefficient
greater than 0.8 by DEXTR is that DEXTR needs the user to give
the four extreme points on the boundary of every segmentation
target. Compared to our Attention RefNet, our method can obtain
a Dice coefficient of 0.93, which is approximately 0.1 better
than that of U-Net. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that
all interactive segmentations in our experiment are provided as
single time seed points.

In the statistical analysis (t− test) of the accuracy compar-
isons of the proposed method and other segmentation methods,
the p-values for FCN, V-Net, U-Net, 3D U-Net, U-Net++,
InfNet, graph cuts, DEXTR, and DeeplGeoS were all less than
0.0001. As all p-values were less than 0.05, we statistically
confirmed the superior performance of the proposed method to
that of other segmentation methods.

2) Benchmark Evaluation on COVID-19-CT-Seg: In this sec-
tion, we assess our proposed network in comparison with other
state-of-the-art methods on COVID-19-CT-Seg using a five-fold
training method (3 folds for training, 1 fold for validation and
1 fold for testing). DEXTR, DeeplGeoS, and graph cuts were
the interactive segmentation methods and U-Net, U-Net++, and
Inf-Net were the automatic segmentation approaches that we
used for the comparisons in this section. Table VII presents the
performance comparison of our technique and other state-of-
the-art methods.

High Dice coefficients of at least 0.84 are obtained by the auto-
matic deep segmentation methods U-Net, U-Net++, and Inf-Net.
Compared to U-Net, U-Net++ obtains a Dice coefficient of 0.86,
and Inf-Net obtains a Dice coefficient of 0.89. Nevertheless, in-
teractive segmentation methods such as DeeplGeoS can achieve
better segmentation than automatic segmentation. DeeplGeoS
allows users to provide seed points to refine segmentation results
on unclear boundaries. The method can obtain a Dice coefficient
of approximately 0.9. Based on the previous section, the DEXTR
method using four extreme points did not work well, and the
Dice performance was 0.78. Comparing our Attention-RefNet

TABLE VIII
THE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF INFECTED AREA SEGMENTATION ON

THE MICCAI COVID-19 DATASET

with other methods, it is found that AttentionRefNet can obtain
a Dice coefficient of 0.91.

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method over
other methods, we conduct additional statistical analysis (t−
test). The p-values for U-Net, U-Net++, Inf-Net, graph cuts,
DEXTR, DeeplGeoS, and RefineNet compared to our proposed
method were all less than 0.0001. The results of the analysis
confirmed the statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) supe-
rior performance of our proposed method compared to other
methods.

3) Benchmark Evaluation on MICCAI Dataset: In this sec-
tion, we assess our proposed network in comparison with other
state-of-the-art methods on the MICCAI COVID-19 dataset
(199 CT volumes with segmentation masks) [36] using a five-
fold cross-validation method (3 folds for training, 1 fold for
validation, and 1 fold for testing).as well as the experiments
using COVID-19-CT-Seg dataset in the previous subsection.
In addition to UNet, U-Net++, Inf-Net, DeeplGeos, RefineNet,
we also compared the proposed method with U-Net-MONAI
(the baseline method of MICCAI challenge dataset) [56] and
methods of the 1st, 4nd and 6th ranks of the challenge. The
results are summarized in Table VIII. The first seven methods
are automatic methods and the last three methods are interactive
methods. As shown in Table VIII, the method of the 1st rank
in MICCAI Challenge, which uses U-Net [57] with reverse
attention [58], outperformed other automatic methods, while
the interactive methods outperformed the automatic methods.
The proposed Attention RefNet achieved the best results in the
automatic methods.

In the statistical analysis, (t− test) of the accuracy compar-
isons of the proposed method and other segmentation methods,
the p− values for other methods were all less than 0.0001. We
statistically confirmed the superior performance of the proposed
method over other segmentation methods.

E. Evaluation of Generalizability

To validate the proposed models generalizability, we conduct
two experiments on our private multicenter dataset. First, we
train the model on multicenter data and test it on the data from
another data center (target center) that is not included in the
training data. Then, we train the model with one data point and
test it on other different data points.

1) N-1 Centers Used for Training With Another Center Used
for Testing: We selected one data center as the target center for
the test; the other centers were used to train the model. The
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TABLE IX
EVALUATION OF THE SEGMENTATION RESULT ON MULTI CENTERS AS TRAINING FOR THE TEST ON SELECTED DATA CENTER(S)

TABLE X
EVALUATION OF THE SEGMENTATION RESULT TRAINING MODEL ON THE HOSPITAL3 DATA

segmentation performance in this section is calculated based
on a slice-by-slice segmentation of U-Net and AttentionRefNet
(IM6). According to Table IX, although we used multicenter data
for training, the segmentation performance of the conventional
segmentation model (U-Net) will be reduced significantly if
the target center is not included in the training centers. Note
that hospital 2 achieved better segmentation performance with
U-Net, DeeplGeoS and Attention-RefNet, where the Dice per-
formances were 0.87 and 0.88 for DeeplGeoS and Attention-
RefNet, respectively. The main reason is that more than 90% of
the training samples are from hospital 3. Hospital 2 and hospital 3
use scanners produced by the same manufacturer, and the quality
and specificity of the CT volumes are close to each other.

In contrast to the conventional U-Net, the proposed Atten-
tionRefNet and DeeplGeos can significantly enhance the seg-
mentation performance since the target center is not included
among the training centers. It should be noted that when we
used hospital 3 as the testing sample, AttentionRefNet obtained
a lower Dice coefficient, only 0.53, than those obtained in other
experiments. The main reason is that the number of training
samples was lower in this experiment, and the training sample
included scans taken with equipment from multiple manufac-
turers.

2) Single-Center as Training for Other Centers: We also con-
ducted another experiment to assess the effectiveness of the
refinement network on addressing the generalizability problem.
We used only data from hospital 3 (single center), which is
a dominant center in our dataset (Table I), for training and
evaluated the network performance using data of other centers
(hospital 1, hospital 2, and hospital 4).

Table X shows high performance on data from hospital 2 for
U-Net, DeeplGeos and Attention-RefNet, with a minimum Dice
score of approximately 0.85. The hospital 1 data are generated
from a Siemens scanner, and the hospital 4 data are obtained
from a UIH scanner, which cannot obtain good results in the
conventional U-Net model. However, both interactive methods
can enhance the performance of data from both centers to a Dice
coefficient of 0.85 for hospital 1 and a Dice coefficient of up to
0.87 for hospital 4 when using our proposed method.

As for the experimental results from both Table Table IX and
Table X, our technique can be utilized to solve the problem of low
performance at various centers through interactive refinement.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

According to Tables VI and VII, automatic segmentation
methods such as U-Net, U-Net++, and Inf-Net can yield av-
erage performance for the COVID-19 segmentation task. The
performance of those approaches is based on the quality of
the training sample masks and network designs. Fig. 6 presents
the visualization of segmentation results from U-Net, U-Net++
and Attention-RefNet on our private dataset. Over- and under-
segmentation occur in U-Net. In Fig. 6(c), the first, third, and
fifth rows show oversegmentation, and the second row shows
undersegmentation. The U-Net results in the fourth row include
both over- and undersegmentation. Comparing U-Net++ with
U-Net, the results show that the problem of over- and under-
segmentation can be solved. Nevertheless, U-Net++ still cannot
present a good segmentation result on the fourth row image
input since the fragment-like infected area causes segmentation
by the U-Net++ model to fail, similar to the first row in some
areas. The seed points are used in our Attention-RefNet as
a segmentation constraint. We can separately place the fore-
ground seed points on the infected area on each fragmented
area and present background seed points to separate fragment
areas. The segmentation results of Attention-RefNet are pre-
sented in Fig. 6(e), indicating the improved segmentation result
from U-Net.

Furthermore, the performance of interactive segmentation
methods is dependent on training sample masks, network
designs, and the seed points. For example, DEXTR is an
interactive segmentation technique with performance lower than
those of automatic segmentation methods for the COVID-19
dataset. The main reason is that when using the DEXTR
method, the user should provide the four extreme points on
the boundary. Nonetheless, the boundary between infected and
noninfected areas is unclear. The DEXTR method requires the
four extreme points, includes some parts of the noninfected
areas and ignores some parts of the infected areas. In addition to
the difficulty of seed point interaction usage, DEXTR becomes
more difficult and complex to use on the COVID19 dataset due
to the fragmentation of COVID-19-infected areas. Users should
provide four extreme points on every fragment.

In this work, we propose an interactive segmentation network
termed Attention-RefNet. The main objective is to refine the
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Fig. 6. The visualization of the segmentation methods on COVID-19 data (private data). (a) input lung image with infected area, (b) manual
segmentation, (c) segmentation results from U-Net, (d) segmentation results from U-Net++, (e) segmentation results from DeeplGeoS and (f)
segmentation from Attention-RefNet. The red pixels are correctly segmented, the green pixels are oversegmented, and the blue pixels are
undersegmented.

segmentation results generated from automatic segmentation
backbone networks. The automatic segmentation backbone net-
work is the first part of our proposed network that is utilized
to generate the initial segmentation. The refinement network is
the second part used to refine segmentation results by obtaining
the information from user interaction. The network can utilize
feature information from the image and seed points from the
user to refine the segmentation result through combining skip
connection attention (SCA) and a seed point module (SPM).
The network can generate seed points by itself over the training
phase while requiring the seed points from the user only in the
test phase. High segmentation accuracy as measured by the Dice
coefficient can be obtained according to the experimental results
on our private COVID-19 dataset comprising data for approx-
imately 200 CT images and on a public dataset (COVID-19-
CT-Seg). The segmentation results on both COVID-19 datasets
revealed that the proposed technique outperforms current state-
of-the-art methods.
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